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5 Areas New Homes are Likely to Fail
A Guide to Preventative Solutions:
Every new home customer or builder should be aware:
The new BC Energy Step Code and the BC Building Code when combined
create conditions where conventional building practices will no longer
produce durable results, and increasingly the health of the building’s
occupants is on the line.

Just because a dream home is expensive and takes time to plan and build does not mean it is
impervious to major problems. This is particularly true for custom homes or those being
constructed by a new home builder. Converging new factors amplify signi cant and lasting
challenges for most new homes that will likely play out over the next decade, especially for
people who are not aware or proactive.
This Level Up Strategies Inc’s guide aims to empower homeowners and builders to discern
whether professionals for hire are actively viewing the home as a complete system, in the
integrated context of the people who will occupy it, and the land upon which it is situated.

Disclaimer:
This guiding document does not aim to replace the authority of various consultants,
architects, designers and building o cials involved in the building process. In our opinion,
there is a knowledge gap in the construction industry as we transition towards a new
standard of building. This guiding document stands to compliment and enhance the
experience of homeowners and building professionals assisting them through the
complicated path to imminent net-zero ready targets for new home builds as will be
required under the BC Energy Step Code.
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Preface
As a leading new home repair and remediation contractor in the Okanagan, Level Up
Strategies Inc. is a BC licensed builder specializing in xing new homes that break and/or are
abandoned by the builder under the 2-5-10 year New Home warranty coverage. Over the last
15 years, we have developed a comprehensive understanding of the issues that occur during
and after the construction of new homes – as well as ways to prevent them.

The Goal
We know the healthiest and most durable homes are built by engaging in intentional dialogue
with educated and experienced professionals while the home plan is designed and before it
is scheduled to be built. We hope what follows will serve as a guide towards building homes
that ful ll the intent of the owners who have commissioned their dream home into reality,
while also ensuring the build is compliant with the new BC Energy Step Code requirements.

The Problem
It is possible to build a very expensive and energy-e cient home that ends up failing to be
livable or durable, even in the short term. If a house is built only “to code” there may be many
reasons to be concerned.

Context
Our experience reveals that professional negligence is not the only issue at play when a
house fails to meet a reasonable standard of performance. Regrettably, it is not always the
builder or the quali ed trades who are the direct cause of the issues faced by owners: many
hard-working builders are having or will have problems with the homes they build because
building practices that worked in the past are no longer su cient going forward.
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Increasingly, tensions between the BC Energy Step Code and the BC Building Code
produce challenges in the eld that cascade towards unhealthy homes for owners
regardless of how expensive a home is to build. We expect that over the next decade
issues will get worse in scale and scope unless the construction industry transitions its
approach quickly.
To be clear, the issue is not the Building Code; nor is the issue the BC Energy Step Code.
The intentions of both are pure in support of building strong, durable, and high-performance
homes. However, challenges arise in the convergence of the two standards in part because
they were developed independently of one another and may be removed from the true-to-life
realities of the people occupying a dwelling.
Houses designed using spreadsheet-focused planning, and conventional construction
methods may be prone to fail when real people build and live in them.
Generally, the manifesting issues with new homes fall in the following 5 categories:
Note: there is no special order to the following rankings.
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1. Environmental Alignment
•

Passive Solar Heat Gain strategy – or absence of one – creates houses that are too hot or too
cold.

•

Overall Utility Consumption / embodied carbon is not considered.

•

Solar Ready / EV Ready for the future needs.

•

Smoke and smog. Is there a ltering strategy to preserve the quality of life for occupants?

•

Heating and cooling systems – not all are equal or e ective.

•

3-pane windows with insulated breglass frames are the most energy-e cient and durable way
to go if you are serious about a long-term house. Anyone that tells you di erently is likely not
current in their understanding of building science. Aim for R-9+ installed values on windows.

•

The best windows – if not installed properly – are prone to leak air, heat, and eventually water.

•

Carpenter ants and termites enjoy tunnelling in Styrofoam.
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2. Structural Integrity
•

City inspectors are keen to observe building code-compliant framing practices for occupant
safety, and all plans need a structural consultant review. Therefore, most reputable builders are
good at building strong buildings that won’t fall down. However, square/true/plumb/ ush framing
is a di erent story.

•

There are modern framing techniques that produce structurally sound buildings and are simpler
to make thermally e cient. Your builder/framer needs to be current on these framing methods to
minimize thermal bridging and air leakage challenges for the whole building system.

•

OSB, buried wood, or wood that is covered with various peel-and-stick membranes will be prone
to long-term rot at an accelerated rate if not actively allowed to dry.

•

Your structural members will likely be the cause of the most signi cant thermal bridges in your
building assembly. These can be thoughtfully eliminated if you as the owner have the will, your
builder is knowledgeable, and your architect/designer has insight.
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3. Geotechnical Stability + Concrete
•

Compaction under the footings should achieve the target compaction outlined by the geotechnical
consultant on the project and be tested to con rm it hits the target. This step is easily overlooked
and 2 years (8 seasonal cycles later) it often does settle - especially on the post footings that support
any decks along the back of the house.

•

When the geotechnical compaction isn’t done well – especially as most new homes being are built
on slopes with engineered back ll – the structure settles and can become compromised as doors
cannot properly close, siding cracks, cabinets buckle...

•

Settlement issues can arise from the developer who created the lot, and/or the individual compacting
the ll under the foundation. Both parties have an important role to play in the long-term structural
stability of the home.

•

Water drainage strategy from a site development standpoint is important, as water coming down the
mountain could cause problems under your house if not managed. Note: The way some lots are
installed can channel underground water to a particular home in the subdivision.

•

Perimeter drainage and downspout drainage (with enough leads) need to have separate and
thoughtful routing to avoid undermining the foundational or retaining walls. People often assume the
Okanagan is dry, so they shortcut in these areas.

•

Concrete is important. It’s structural, cosmetic, and connected to the ground. Concrete is also hard to
change and expensive to repair.・Most cracks will occur within 2 weeks and result from curing
rather than settling. This can all be mitigated.
Note: Uniform and complete compaction are important. No stones or tire tracks should be present
in the gravel beneath the rebar grid. Re-bar beyond minimum speci cations to avoid cracking.
Specify a water-reducing admixture to reduce the amount of water the batching plant puts in the
concrete. No adding water on-site by the truck driver. Any 90-degree corners on the building or
post through the concrete will be prone to cracking, so stitch those with 45-degree rebar splices.
Seal your concrete to avoid damage from deicing salts and maintain that sealer!
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4. Building Envelope
•

If the roof membrane is not sealed properly – especially on at roofs or parapets – issues can
arise during the life of the home.

•

The roof needs to be sloped to the drains. Consider ood testing to con rm complete drainage
to ensure no standing water collects on the roof.

•

Flashing over windows must be cut and installed properly per the window manufacturer’s
speci cations and siding manufacturer’s requirements. The speci c clearances need to be
respected.

•

Lap-siding (Ex. Hardi Plank): Avoid using caulking because it fades in the sun di erently than the
siding and will look distorted in a few years. Follow the speci c installation guidelines, and
ensure appropriate coloured ashing between lap joints. Ensure there is space between the
bottom of the plank and the ashing. The joints need to have space to expand and contract
between summer and winter.

•

Acrylic stucco is not resilient to woodpeckers. If there is a structural settlement, the acrylic stucco
will crack as there is no ex in rigid stucco. Stucco must have airspace between coatings and
sheeting on the wall.

•

Rain-screens: A bug net protects the cavity from lling with bugs. Strapping should be vertical to
allow venting up the height of the wall and a clear drainage plane.
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•

Mold mi ga on must be built around human-caused moisture and the dew point in the wall
from a thermal gradient. Note: Moisture pressure goes in 2 direc ons: Winter, Summer

•

Your structural wall needs to be able to dry both inward & outward to stay healthy for a long
me.

•

Air barrier targets in the Energy Step Code have builders sealing houses up using conven onal
polyethylene vapor retarders and acous cal sealant (think clear plas c and calking). This may
be one of the most signi cant reasons new homes being built are at greater risk of crea ng
an unhealthy environment for the occupants. Note: If you don’t have a service cavity in your
walls, you as the owner will compromise your VR barrier every me you mount a TV, hang
curtains or pictures. There is no livable “resilience” to the conven onal method of drywall and
poly wall assembly.

•

Concrete is not air ght – not the slab or the walls. It should be air-sealed and insulated, with
all thermal bridges iden ed at the planning stage and mi gated during construc on.

•

The roof holds the most proli c thermal and ven la on losses. Pay special a en on to
protec ng the membrane above the ceiling and ensuring it is con nuous.
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5. Healthy Home for the Occupants | The Accelera ng Problem

•

We recommend:
•

A service cavity for pot lights and ven ng ducts.

•

A c insula on and ven la on strategy so insula on is not compressed along the eves
and ven la on is con nuous and func onal for the a c cavity with appropriate
calcula ons to verify ven ng performance.

•

The penetra ons going up through the roof (radon, sewer, and chimney) are big
thermal bridges that can run from top to bo om on your whole house, thereby
penetra ng all layers of your building envelope. These details need though ul
considera on to avoid water leakage and condensa on build-up. Mid-construc on
blower door tes ng is a bene cial quality control measure to assess the air ghtness of
a home before the drywall and siding go on, then perform repairs to the air barrier as
required.

•

The Air Changes / Hour measurement typically gets worse between mid-construc on and
nal tes ng. Ensure you have margin on your mid-test numbers.

•

Air barriers or patching solu ons applied a er drywall and siding are installed to achieve an
Air Changes / Hour target are prone to fail as they only address thermal pressure in one
direc on. When the pressure reverses from hea ng to cooling seasons, e ec veness is
compromised, and long-term impacts can be damaging to both the home and occupants.

•

Your mechanical system needs to be commissioned so it is balanced a er installa on, working
properly to achieve adequate ven la on and thermal performance throughout the house.

•

The humidity of your home should be inten onally set and monitored to ensure occupant
comfort, health, and mold reduc on.

We appreciate it is hard to summarize or address the ques ons people have as they build a new
home. Many factors will contribute towards a successful project, especially collabora ve dialogue
and proac ve problem-solving.
Yes, this is our business – we get paid to advise on projects for homeowners and building
professionals – but we are real people too and understand some mes you just need to talk to
someone to gain clarity.
We o er an open line for to you have a
free 20-minute chat with a high-performance builder.

SCHEDULE NOW!
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